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Ray TAKEYH {ى�����} Misinforming Public on Nuclear Mullah in Iran 

 
Ray TAKEYH was born, in 1966, in Tehran, Iran, and earned his Bachelor of Arts from 
University of Tehran1 and in 1997 he earned his doctorate from St. Antony’s College, 
Oxford University.2 He is another prime example of one of those PhD ranks that they sell 
Iran for Marxist-Islamist cause of mullah. 
 
On Sunday May 18th, 2008 Ray TAKEYH published an article on Washington Post with 
title of “Shaping a Nuclear Iran: The West's Diplomatic Goal Needs to Move From 
'Suspension' to 'Transparency'.” In the above article TAKEYH attempted to convince the 
West to negotiate with the illegitimate state in Iran, and he curtailed on areas that the 
cleric regime has diabolic plan of having nuclear facilities, he also defined the cleric 
regime as more of democratic regime in Iran, but it is a normative control model and he 
wanted readers to believe the nuclear project reflect will of Iranian, but the nuclear 
project in Iran did not reflect will of Iranian.  
 
Ray TAKEYH is a skillful and calculated person, when he drafted the above article, he 
pretended to be an honest person by informing readers that the cleric regime in Iran is 
going to develop nuclear weapon in long run, and in case the West would alter it course 
of negotiation with the cleric regime, it would be able to accomplish better result by 
allowing the cleric regime to develop their nuclear program under nuclear watch dog. He 
is omitting historical facts from his readers that how the cleric regime has been chanting 
for past 29 years of death to America and Israel, and those uttering threat statements were 
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not rhetoric statements. In past 29 years the cleric regime has been showing that they 
mean business and have carried their atrocity against the American, as well as, the Israeli 
citizen by taking them hostages or blown up their embassy or properties. Obviously, this 
terrorist state of Islamic Republic in Iran would not hesitate wipe the US and the Israel 
from the map. At that time of foreseen of mayhem, will TAKEYH be celebrate by 
Washington Post to justify his action and answering victims? There is a belief that 
TAKEYH would not be anywhere close by imminent future explosion. 
 
TAKEYH claimed that the cleric state was unified in their cause toward nuclear program 
in Iran. TAKEYH was eschewing one important fact from his readers that the cleric 
regime is a normative control model; it meant that everyone must follow leader’s vision 
and there was absent of free thinking, it really came down to process of selecting a 
candidate for their sham parliament and election time. A candidate needed to approve by 
Guardian Council of the Constitution which is a state agency to control the system from 
flaw and anyone is not reflecting interest of state would be disqualified to run for 
election. It meant only those would be allow to run for parliament that they reflected 
interest of state and not their constituency.   
 
TAKEYH asserted that Mullah Hashemi RAFSANJANI was a pragmatic politician and 
he also endorsed nuclear development as a natural right of Iranian. Quiet frankly, 
RAFSANJANI is known to be a terrorist and wanted by Argentinean authority due to his 
terrorist act in Argentine. There is nothing pragmatic about murdering innocent people. 
Also, RAFSNAJNI did not care about right of Iranian; he cared about his position as a 
powerful person in Iran which was clear when Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
quoted him directly "We [Iran] have learned that preserving our independence and 
survival in this unsuitable international climate is not possible without science, 
technology and the necessary tools."3 
 
TAKEYH was hoping everyone would believe that there was will of Iranian people for 
nuclear development in Iran which has improved quality of life in Iran. However, this 
nuclear development in Iran is a passive revolution for Iranian; it did not have their 
consent to begin with. The Marxist-Islamist during reign of King of Kings Mohammad 
Reza PAHLAVI were spreading false allegation that His nuclear programs were meant to 
make Iranian impotent, and how come this nuclear program now was not making anyone 
impotent? The cleric regime ran a clandestine nuclear project, and kept the issue very 
quiet for a long time, and consumed large portion of Iran’s revenue toward nuclear 
capability because the cleric regime were purchasing nuclear materials from black 
market. Iranian did not have anything to say about the nuclear program in Iran. 
 
All in all, the cleric regime is going nuclear with hostile intention of destroying the West, 
it is about total domination of the world. TAKEYH was hoping to sell his fairy tail about 
nuclear mullah in Iran that the nuclear program was reflecting will of state and people. 
However, he came short to say that nuclear program was just in best interest of the 
mullah and did not reflect interest of subjects in Iran. The clock is ticking for a show 

                                                 
3 http://www.csis-scrs.gc.ca/pblctns/cmmntr/cm19-eng.asp  
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down between with the cleric regime and the West, but it is better to take the regime 
down with hands of Iranian.    


